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INTRODUCTION

Ecuador is a country that supplies many raw materials such as bananas, cocoa, and oil, all through exports. It is important to mention that Ecuador has a small economy, which depends highly on international trade and is highly inequitable due to the mismanagement of the governments in power. The Ecuadorian economy has undergone a series of evolutions and transformations.

However, easily the most important economic change that Ecuador has recently undergone was to change its currency from "el sucre" to "the dollar". Ecuador has been a dollarized\(^1\) country since June 9, 2000, the day on which the President of the Republic Jamil Mahuad announced the adoption of the dollar, to save its economy from the worst crisis that was to come. Despite causing criticism and affection in the Ecuadorian people at that time, from then until today several questions arise.

There are many debates that are ongoing about the economic growth of Ecuador and the influence of the dollar on it. In addition, there are open questions about what has happened in the country for the adoption of this currency and what consequences has it had since then? There is even uncertainty in maintaining this currency in the country because it brought stability since 2001

\(^1\) LeBaron and McCulloch (2000) According to their criteria, they found that dollarization is a positive monetary arrangement for nations whose anti-inflationary policies lack the credibility necessary to be effective. They also argued that emerging economies that have fixed exchange rates or currency boards can benefit more effectively from dollarization, especially if other variables, such as seigniorage sharing agreements, are considered.
in certain macroeconomic variables, yet there are also many inconveniences such as the
depreciation of the dollar in relation to other foreign currencies in certain periods of Presidential
administrations. For example, Rafael Correa, ex-president of the republic, said in one of his
speeches that dollarization was a terrible decision.

It is essential to mention that in Ecuador there are political parties of both sides the left
and the right, which has led to the formation of populist\(^2\) and non-populist political interest groups,
generating as a result the desire to reach the presidency of the republic for political interests and
profit of each party but not for the interest of an administration without corruption. In turn, this
problem causes disinterest in foreign multinationals and other private companies to invest in
Ecuador despite having a dollarized economy.

As an additional consideration, it is essential to mention that within the political interests
maintained by the political parties in Ecuador, basically the populist parties who are supposed “to
seek economic equity in the population”, is to manage their own monetary policy to print their
currency and leverage with devaluation, causing inflation and causing public spending. Based on
this, the temptation of the ex-president Rafael Correa to remove this limitation and reintroduce
domestic currency is very understandable, which is why Ecuadorians ask themselves whether it is
a good or bad idea to keep dollarization. Edwards says the following in his book published in 2010:
“What makes the case of Ecuador particularly interesting is that because it uses the US dollar as
its currency, it cannot resort to inflationary financing to deal with constitutional obligations. This

\(^2\) Populism with dollarization make Ecuador a unique case study. While populism rejects the rule
of law, dollarization is the adoption of it in the monetary sphere. In other words, it takes away from
politicians the ability to manipulate the value of the money we Ecuadorians use.
suggests that the current monetary regime of dollarization could be abandoned in the future” (Edwards, 2010, 58).

Twenty years after renouncing its currency (the sucre), the country is experiencing weak economic growth, increasing external debt, and reduced international reserves. Furthermore, the country's political and social problems intensify economic conditions, so the government has tried to implement austerity policies in wage, tax, and government subsidies levels.

Despite maintaining a dollarized economy, Ecuador has not increased its sources of income, due to the above, causing a limit in national economic growth. Therefore, it is important to know the impact of the dollarization in Ecuador to know the reality of the country with the dollar, given that by having a stronger currency, apparently more stability should be generated, causing more strength in other sectors to have long-term sustainable growth in the country's economy.

The methodology of this thesis is based on analyzing two periods of time in Ecuador. The first period is from 1990 - 1999, a time when it is not a dollarized country, and a second period from 2000 to 2021, a time when it is dollarized. This comparison is carried out to identify the effect that the dollar has had on certain economic indicators that will be explained later. It is the thesis of this essay that the dollarization of Ecuador has had the impact on the economic performance.

That is why it is important to search whether the dollar has been an influential factor for economic growth in Ecuador over the past two decades and especially these last two years of the pandemic, considering that the country has adopted full dollarization. It is essential to mention that Ecuador did not have a close relation with the United States, neither boundary nor economically, despite this, the country adopted the dollar.
This analysis is structured as follows. Chapter One discusses the economic background of Ecuador. Chapter Two analyzes the reasons for adopting the full dollarization. Chapter Three explains the way that dollarization works in Ecuador and the impact on it.
CHAPTER ONE: ECONOMIC SITUATION IN ECUADOR

a) Historical Background of Ecuador’s Predollarization Crisis

Before the discovery of its oil reserves in the late 1960s, Ecuador was an agricultural economy with a small industrial participation. During this period, government policy had a small impact on the economy.

a. The oil boom, 1972 – 1982

Important oil reserves were discovered in the Amazon region in the late 1960s, allowing Ecuador to start oil exports in 1972. The economy of Ecuador changed incredibly, and it began to export oil, which eventually represented 50% of exports and 25% of total output of the country. The export of bananas, which was previously the main product, took a backseat, which is a fortunate thing for the nation since the world price of bananas has declined since the mid-1960s.

The oil boom 3 was taken advantage of by the governments in power at the time. As a coincidence they were a military regime, who used the revenue of oil for government expenses such as wages, infrastructure improvements in highways and hydroelectric construction. Nonetheless, the revenue obtained from oil was not enough to cover public expenses, which is why the government increased its public debt through borrowing. The fiscal deficit before the oil boom represented 1% of GDP, however for this period the fiscal deficit became 2% of GDP. The government borrowed money from abroad to cover its expenses. Due to the financial liquidity and

---

3Cueva, S., & Díaz, J. P. (2018). The Case of Ecuador. The oil boom provided a boost for the Ecuadorian economy
low interest rates that existed at that time in foreign entities, it allowed an immediate loan. Its public foreign debt increased from 248 million in 1971 to 4.416 million by the end of 1981.

Additionally, the increased income from oil production likely contributed to an increase in inflation since the demand for goods and services rose.

b. The debt crisis 1982 – 1999

The favorable conditions enjoyed by the Ecuadorian economy during the 1970s would not last indefinitely. The growth in oil prices stagnated in 1981 and started a continuous decline throughout the remainder of the decade, falling from an average price of $36.7 USD per barrel in 1981 to $19.6 USD per barrel in 1989. Interest rates, which had been low, and even negative in real terms in some cases, began to rise in 1981, reflecting the policies implemented by the Federal Reserve. This would eventually lead to the Mexican government's decision to default on its foreign debt, triggering a freeze on new loans to all countries in the region. This decision was particularly painful for the Ecuadorian government, which had been taking large loans from abroad to finance its expenses.

On the domestic front, a border war with Peru in 1981 created an additional burden on the fiscal accounts and spread uncertainty and panic in the economy. Moreover, severe floods caused by the El Nino weather phenomenon in 1982 and 1983 destroyed agricultural crops, thus hurting primary exports, and destroyed the country’s infrastructure, compounding the fiscal difficulties. Facing this complicated scenario, in 1982 the government implemented a stabilization program that increased the prices of gas and public services, eliminating subsidies and reduced spending.

4 El Niño weather phenomenon, which wrecked the country's infrastructure and had a profoundly negative effect on other key exports such as shrimp and bananas.
This economic plan was part of the requirements in exchange for stand-by loans and foreign debt restructuring required by the International Monetary Fund and other multilateral organizations that, due to the freezing of loans from private lenders, had become the only source of loans for the Ecuadorian government.

In addition, the official exchange rate that had been fixed since 1970 depreciated from 25 to 33 sucres per dollar in May 1982. These depreciations had multiple objectives: one was to correct the real appreciation of the sucre due to the prolonged pegged exchange rate coupled with persistently high inflation since the 1970s; another was to provide the government with more sucres per barrel of oil exported; finally, they also aimed to discourage imports due to the need to generate current account surpluses.

Fearing generalized bankruptcies and an eventual financial collapse, the government decided to implement “the sucretización” mechanism of private foreign debt. According to this arrangement, private foreign debt was converted in sucres, and was to be paid to the Central Bank, which assumed the responsibility to pay foreign creditors in dollars. As a result, by the end of 1984 the stock of private foreign debt fell to $227 million, with most of the reduction becoming public foreign debt.

Leon Febres Cordero took office in August 1984. His administration brought about a change in economic policy, promoting the implementation of market-oriented reforms, the reduction of the role of the State in the economy in favor of the private sector, the elimination of price controls and favoring private investment.
However, the most severe blow to the economy was dealt by the earthquake of March 1987, which destroyed the only oil pipeline in Ecuador and stopped oil exports for almost six months. The fiscal deficit went up to 3.4% of GDP, the highest percent in the nation’s history.

Subsequently, Ecuador stopped paying its external debt, and the interest rate on its debts rose from 30% to 58%. Government spending increased as the elections for the new president approached. The central bank stopped the credit to private banks but continued to extend credit to public banks.

The elected president was Rodrigo Borja, and he received the country with high percentages in fiscal deficit, inflation rates, low oil prices, negative international reserves, among others. To stabilize the economy, the government applied certain severe measures, including cutting public spending, increasing the price of oil, and suspending loans from the government to the central bank. The government introduced a crawling peg for the exchange rate, in order to lower the inflation rate, yet it did not work and inflation remained high. Since then, Ecuador is known as a country that has had chronic inflation rates.

In May 1992 a new Monetary Rule of Law (LRM) was approved which gave autonomy to the central bank, even though they still had some executives elected by the president of the republic.

In 1993, there was another president of the republic and his name was Sixto Duran Ballen. This government sought to stabilize the macroeconomic rates, however the problems continued. They abandoned the crawling peg in order to reduce inflation, (they established a 35 percent depreciation of the sucre, with the commitment to keep the exchange rate fixed for a long period), this suddenly worked and the inflation rate went to 27%. The lowest inflation rate in the period.
They improved a new banking law that allows people to manage their checking and saving accounts in dollars by accepting foreign banks into the country.

Moreover, also in 1994, the government finalized a Brady agreement\textsuperscript{5} that restructured its foreign debt, which it had defaulted on in 1987, by acquiring new debts, with a new interest rate and for more period.

This improved macroeconomic performance for a while, but in 1995 things turned sour again. From a series of inconveniences, such as a new war with Peru over territory, which caused an increase in government spending since weapons were purchased for the military confrontation; a drought which caused hydroelectric problems at the national level, and a loss in the reserves from future uncertainty. The exchange arrangement was changed to the crawling band system with upper and lower bounds in order to defend the exchange rate. In addition, the vice president Alberto Dahik was accused of embezzlement in late 1995, as a result, he left the country. The uncertainty in the country and in foreign countries had increased.

Abdala Bucaram was the elected president in 1996, and tried to tackle the inflation, as a result, he created a new currency. This one was supposed to start operating in 1997. The nominal exchange rate was expected to start at 4.000 sucres per dollar, yet since Bucaram did not finish his term, this project was abandoned.

The inflation rate increased to 43%. Moreover, the banks started to indicate fragility. At the beginning, the financial crisis was attributed to the people who could not pay their debt to the banks, but some financial analysts had discovered that there were some inconveniences with the law of banks. There was a deficient supervision in the operations in banks, the lack of adequate

instruments to deal with bank failure resolution, and moral hazard combined with the currency mismatch and fraudulent operations of the bank owners.

c. **Ecuador worst economic crisis (1999)**

The worst year of Ecuador’s economy was 1999 because the country had suffered an impact of some shocks of both an endogenous and exogenous nature, among them armed conflicts with Peru (1995) that ended with the signing of the Peace Agreement in 1999; the natural disasters such as the El Niño Phenomenon (1993 and 1997) on the coast; the Josefina landslide (1993) in the highlands; and political instability and a financial crisis that led to a high inflation rate. Among the external events with the highest incidence can be considered: the crisis in Mexico (1994); Asian crisis (1997); Russian crisis (1998). Consequently, there was total chaos for the country, and the combination of these factors perennially affected Ecuador.

“El Niño” phenomenon destroyed the shrimp farms, the banana plantations and the roads that went to the ports bringing the products to be exported, so Ecuador was relying only on oil export. The Ecuadorians were only hoping for oil exports and foreign loans, but the price of oil fell too low ($7 usd per barrel), becoming the lowest price that Ecuador had had since 1972, however in the annual budget, the dollar was estimated to be at $14 USD by the congress, so Ecuador was getting half of it. Therefore, the government had no money to pay salaries and people left to the streets to protest.

Half of the banks shut down or were nationalized, individual accounts were moved to other banks, and people reverted to going to the bank to make three transactions. The first transaction was to withdraw their money from the accounts, the second transaction was to change their money into dollars and the third one was to send their money abroad. The president of the
republic had to make a terrible political decision. He froze the bank accounts for a year in March 1999. He did it because he had the hope to halt a run on deposits, which raised the fiscal deficit to 4.9 percent of GDP. The government also decided to stop paying the Brady arrangement at this time, which was rearranged five years ago. The exchange rate was without any system to regulate so it started floating freely, and the sucre depreciated by 180 percent over that year.

d. The final decision to “Fully Dollarized”

The IMF was not in favor of dollarization; rather, they were planning to have another option for the country. The minister of Argentina Domingo Cavallo indicated the plan that he did with Argentina, he pegged the Argentinnean peso to the dollar.

The Interamerican Development Bank said that they had a person who thought that Dollarization was the best option for the country named Ricardo Hausmann— the former IDB chief economist. Hausmann traveled to Ecuador as a person and not as a member of IDB, because the IDB was not in favor of dollarizing the country. Hausmann thought that the best option to pursue from the economic crisis was to dollarize. He said that the government was in a trap, people did not trust the government, and the only way to keep people’s money in the country was because of high interest rates but the government did not have money to pay interest rates. The people knew this situation, so they wanted to leave the country. Hausmann helped draft the rule in law to go to Congress, which took around six months.

---

The President Jamil Mahuad went to a meeting with Bill Clinton in December 1999, to research for some help. President Clinton offered a loan, but it could not be implemented. Because of that, the president Jamil Mahuad took the decision to dollarize.  

With the output problem, a high hyperinflation, and the high exchange rate, President Jamil Mahuad went on TV to announce his decision on January 9, 2000 that the country was dropping their local currency and adopting the dollar as the Ecuadorian currency. The exchange rate at which the government made the conversion from sucres to dollars was set at 25,000 sucres per 1 USD in order to ensure that the central bank had the reserves necessary to perform the money swap.

This is how the president of the republic of that period made the decision to fully dollarize despite having several organizations against it and even the Ecuadorian population itself. The streets of Quito were full of people who did not understand what was going on and claimed to the government, reasons that led the president of the Republic to resign from the presidency. After this presidential period, Gustavo Noboa took office and continued with the idea of dollarizing the country. Therefore, by the end of that year the country had implemented the new monetary arrangement.

---

CHAPTER TWO: WHY THE BEST OPTION WAS TO BE DOLLARIZED

It is important to discuss the myth of dollarization since, according to several criteria, it is to blame for all the problems that afflict the country today.

For many people, dollarization represents a straitjacket because it prevents politicians from issuing money to support external necessities, such as those experienced during the 2008 financial crisis, or as there may be.

The basis is that some economists use to propose that dollarization is or was a political measure and not technical decision, it is clear that the president of that time, Jamil Mahuad, faced a chaotic political situation and after many pressures from technicians and businessmen opted for dollarization; this option was taken suddenly, that is, there was no analysis, no in-depth study, it was more an emergency measure, a way to save the moment, so from that point of view, if it is true it was a political measure.

During 2000, the majority of Ecuadorians, frightened of the country's economic situation, lost faith in the sucre, opting to carry out transactions in dollars before the government made the formal change. Ecuadorians sought individual sovereignty over their money. Ecuador had two options: Full adoption of the dollar or fight against hyperinflation. Dollarization was the government's last desperate attempt to stabilize the economy after many other policies had been tried and failed over a long period.

This is how two decades ago the political class lost the power to manipulate the value of money. The power of the Ecuadorian political class is unlimited while the constitution and legislation reflect that power. It is important to consider that the function of the state once it had the power to issue money was to attest to the metallic content of the currency (Hayek 1976, 26).
Ecuador is also at the bottom of the ranking of the most corrupt countries. Corruption is also a systemic phenomenon, which means that its criminal typologies will be registered to illicit association, influence peddling, organized crime, illicit enrichment, forgery, or fraud because they are crimes that are committed with the complicity of other people who act with different degrees of responsibility. Ecuador is on the 105 positions from 180 countries that are corrupted. Since 2000, 5 out 7 presidents have been involved in corruption lawsuits produced by their administration. As a result of this, dollarization reduces the rate of corruption.

The use of the American dollar as the country’s official currency generated a stable monetary base, resulting in positive economic effects. By imposing a conservative monetary policy, it became possible to control hyperinflation. The adoption of the dollar in the Ecuadorian economy generated magical results to return the economy to normality. In general, the adoption of the dollar helped to increase the economic and financial stability. In the first instance, it put an end to the dual currency system in the market, it put an end to the depreciation of the exchange rate and it regulated liquidity problems. In addition, it is important to consider that it reestablished confidence in the banking system, which the people had lost. Once the accounts of the population were unfrozen, it did not result in a massive withdrawal of people’s money, on the contrary, the deposits gradually increased. It is important to keep in mind that bonds improved the international capital market.

---

Depending upon who is spoken to the dollarization is said to have many pros and cons. They are as follows:

**BENEFITS OF DOLLARIZATION**

The benefits that dollarization has for the nation is difficult to quantify, however I will detail the benefits that are most accepted by experts both at the political and economic levels.

**Macroeconomic Stability**

Ecuador has historically struggled with corruption and weak government transparency. It has been argued that the implementation of dollarization could improve the country's economy through legal stability and political credibility\(^9\). An expert noticed that policymakers in Latin America generally have non-credible macroeconomic policies, which generate volatile and high interest rates (Calvo 2001, 312 - 338).

---

Once the dollar (currency of the United States) was adopted, credibility was created in monetary policy, which, in turn, stabilized many macroeconomic indicators such as inflation, GDP, and unemployment.

**Reduction of Inflation**

Dollarization was expected to control the rate of inflation, since the monetary authority would no longer be able to influence the money supply. By adopting this international currency, inflation would be controlled by the US Federal Reserve and the price changes in the dollarized economy would be tied to US monetary policy, so the success of controlling inflation would depend on this decision.

Source: FRED

If this policy choice was unsuccessful, a persistently high level of inflation would lead to well-known negative consequences such as a loss of purchasing power, loss of real value of savings, a potential rise in interest rates, and likely a loss of competitiveness.

The chart above highlights that after dollarization began inflation remained high in the economy at 96.09% by 2000. However, it is commonly understood that at the same time fiscal policy was likely too expansionary during the transition, which delayed adjustment. Nonetheless,
by 2001 inflation fell 37.68%, and by 2003 it reached the single digit goal of 7.93%, in which since then its upper and lower bounds have remained.

One of the biggest reasons that the inflation rate dipped was because the exchange rate eliminated exchange risk. Hence, dollarization was a tool that, in the medium term, stabilized inflation, which led to a sense of economic stability. Controlling inflation under full dollarization allowed businesses and households to operate in a stable macroeconomic framework and benefit from a reliable store of value, which also allowed for a longer time horizon for economic decisions and credit. All things considered, defeating hyperinflation and ensuring price stability are among the best benefits of dollarization in Ecuador.

**GDP Growth**

![GDP Growth Chart](chart)

Source: World Bank

Given that nominal GDP is simply the monetary value of all finished goods and services produced within a country’s borders in a specific time period, GDP is affected by both inflation
and interest rates (Vasquez 2018,10). That is why in an indirect way, dollarization has helped in the economic growth of GDP.

Before dollarization, in 1973 Ecuadorian GDP was 13.95% due to the oil boom which boosted exports, and subsequently remained in stable, positive ranges until 1998. However, in 1999 Ecuador’s GDP was -4.74% and the nation entered a recession, only to find that in 2000 its growth went back up to 1.09%, and since then it has been positive, though with ups and downs.

In 2020, GDP went negative -7.75% due to COVID-19, but in 2021 it recuperated to 0.73% The country was affected due to the strict curfew restrictions from March 2020 until June 2020.

As GDP is commonly used as an indicator of economic health, it can be used to make assumptions about the standard of living among the population (Keeley and Kees 2013, 28).

Unemployment rate

Source: World Bank
Notice that unemployment is correlated with GDP. The mean rate of unemployment from 1991 to 2000 was 4.70%, but in 2003 it jumped to 5.66%, which was the highest. In turn, the central bank froze bank withdrawals, and companies had no method of liquidating assets to pay debts outside of altering production levels. Consequently, migration increased until 2004 when the exchange rate began depreciating because of an exogenous shock of increased investors and companies that required the service of Ecuadorian people.

Due to COVID-19 unemployment increased in 2020 because of a law created by the government to favor companies and not the employee, however, it has no influence with dollarization directly in this period. Based on the Central Bank and Ecuador Census (INEC) data, it concluded that dollarization has positively impacted GDP.

Remittances

![Remittances Graph]

Source: Central Bank

The Bank Holiday caused the largest migratory wave that Ecuador has suffered in its history. The provinces that were most affected by migration were Azuay, Cañar and Loja. In 1998, 10 Ledesma, N. (2019). Ecuador migration trends. The Dialogue. However, the most significant wave of international migration occurred after a much larger economic crisis.
was around 40 thousand people; in 1999, approximately 91 thousand Ecuadorians migrated; and in the year 2000, more than 175 thousand people traveled abroad. The main destinations of this migratory wave were Spain and the United States. 47% of Ecuadorian boys and girls were left without one of their parents or without a close relative and remittances became the largest source of foreign currency in Ecuador, that is why it is important to analyze. As a result of migration, remittances were generated one of the most important after the oil export. The Central Bank of Ecuador reports that in 2021 it received 4’262.63 millions of remittances. This has been the highest in history despite the pandemic.

**Foreign Direct Investment**

![Graph showing Foreign Direct Investment trends from 2000 to 2020 in Ecuador.](image)

*Source: FED*
The interest in analyzing the impact of foreign direct investment in a dollarized economy is since the currency exchange risk was eliminated, so there is an attraction of foreign investors into the country due to the stability of the dollar, which, over time, led to the elimination of historical issues concerning political and economic instability discouraging foreign investment. Moreover, economic openness, measured as imports plus exports as a percentage of gross domestic product, has increased reflecting strong export growth.

Generalities: Because of dollarization, the central bank adopted new measures, keeping a different system from the previous one, which limited monetary financing to the central government. In the period 2008-2014 there was an increase in the holding of government bonds by the central bank. Financing of public debt by the central bank allowed for a strong fiscal expansion between 2008 and 2014, while the budget deficit grew continuously. The financing of the debt could also have been carried out with a non-dollarized economy, but it would probably have continued with the inflationary problems.

By having a dollarized economy, the possibility of currency devaluation is excluded save for a shortage of dollar reserves, which is a very real threat to Ecuador’s exchange rate. Thus, at least theoretically, dollarization enhanced financial stability and mitigated the risk of sudden capital controls (Berg and Borensztein 2000, 25).

**COSTS OF DOLLARIZATION**

This section will now proceed to analyzing the costs of dollarization.

---

Absence of a monetary policy and lender of last resort

The nation's sovereignty and its ability to use the powers of the state to shape the nation's economic development was one of the most important costs of dollarization. As a result of adopting another currency, a nation effectively relinquished control of its monetary policy to the US Federal Reserve, making the country “in effect, a currency dependency, a client of the United States” (Cohen 2002, 45).

After the dollarization came, there were a lot of questions about the Central Bank's role. Dollarization essentially removed key monetary power from the central bank. The Central bank is not able to print money anymore, and it cannot manage monetary and exchange rate policy, two critical tools that a country can use to manage an economy during a crisis. Hence, domestic policy space to pursue development objectives is extraordinarily limited, and there is no lender of last resort should a financial and/or economic crisis develop.

Loss of seigniorage

The concept of seigniorage\(^\text{12}\) dates to the benefit received by the mint's authority for minting a piece with a lower intrinsic value than the nominal value. Now, the concept is essentially the same but applied to paper money: aside from the lower cost of printing it, seigniorage is understood as the fact that the right to "produce" money can be a source of income for the issuer - Central Banks or issuing organizations.

\(^{12}\) Bogetic, Z. (1999). Seigniorage and Dollarisation. Central banking, 10(4), 77. This loss in revenues from printing domestic currency
The loss of seigniorage revenues for the central bank from the issuance of a domestic currency is one of the most direct costs of full dollarization. This cost includes not only one-off “stock” costs incurred by replacing the national currency in circulation with foreign banknotes and coins, but also “flow” costs linked to the loss of the future earnings generated by the flow of new currency printed every year.

**Public Debt**

It has been observed that the option of dollarizing the economy was to solve serious macroeconomic imbalances such as inflationary outbreaks, disorderly exchange rates, fiscal and current account imbalances, and unemployment (Sierra and Lozano, 2010).

![Graph showing percent of GDP for general government gross debt](image)

**Source:** IMF

Simultaneously, the national debt grew rapidly, becoming practically unsustainable. The current public debt is 62.2 million dollars (45% of GDP). This debt acquired in recent years is expensive, of the order of 10%, as is the case of the debt with the Chinese economy, whose debt
service is equivalent to 10% of GDP, 50% of the exports, reaches a third of the general budget of the state Ecuador, in this last government, since 2018, has increased indebtedness and has continued to be a constant in the decisions to finance the State budget, consequently persisting fiscal imbalances and high public indebtedness so that it totals more than 10 billion dollars exceeding the national standard of public indebtedness.

As a result, the Fund recommends that "a prudent debt ceiling in Ecuador should not exceed 40 percent of GDP, and it would be ideal to reduce the debt ceiling to around 30 percent in the long term."

**Start Up Cost**

The cost of having a dollarized economy\(^\text{13}\) is high due to the change of coins and bills to the new adopted currency. In other words, it is not only the cost of the loss of senioriage but also the costs that are generated by applying to ensure the proper functioning of the dollar in the economy. Thus, costs are also generated in the change of cash registers, computers, and accounting systems—what are commonly known as menu costs, which ended up totaling 534 million dollars to transition from sucres to dollars.

**Trilemma of open economies applied in the dollarized economy of Ecuador**

Ecuador, as a dollarized economy, lost monetary policy to pursue of macroeconomic stability, so fiscal policy became the primary tool for macroeconomic adjustment. Since 2002, the Organic Law on Fiscal Responsibility, Stabilization, and Transparency has established limits on the fiscal deficit (maximum 3.5 percent) and a ceiling on public debt (maximum 40 percent of GDP), but these objectives have gone unfulfilled. According to the trilemma of open

economies, giving up sovereignty in this area would allow for the preservation of capital mobility as well as exchange rate stability. However, under Ecuador's Tax Equity Law, approved in December 2007, a tax of 2% of the total value of transfers, transfers, or shipments of foreign currency abroad, known as Income Tax, Outflow of Foreign Exchange, has been in effect since January 2008. (ISD). The ISD was raised to 5% in 2011, and the Internal Revenue Service of Ecuador (SRI) claims that the tax serves a macroeconomic function by encouraging foreign exchange generated by economic activities to be invested in the country. The increase in its rate shifted the development model inward and penalized the entry of speculative capital. In other words, a tax has been imposed that, while not prohibiting capital mobility, does discourage and condition it.

The implemented model pointed out the incentive for local industry to switch from basic goods with low added value, to secondary and tertiary industry, which also triggers positive externalities such as innovation and research.

Remembering that the Ecuadorian economy has traditionally been in deficit, the implementation of the ISD became a fiscal policy instrument that sought to reduce the balance of payments deficit and has also a significant importance in tax collection.

Therefore, for the Ecuadorian case, the trilemma of open economies was partially fulfilled. With dollarization, sovereignty in monetary policy was lost, it made it possible to have a stable exchange rate, but the free mobility of capital, although it was not eliminated, mechanisms were sought to limit or discourage. The international capital mobility was not full.
CHAPTER THREE: POLICY IMPLICATIONS

It is essential to go into detail about the mechanisms that Ecuador uses in an officially dollarized economy, but it is also necessary to consider what it means by international reserves. 14

Reserves in a nation with its own currency are foreign currency liquid assets deposited in the central bank, such as bonds as well as treasury bills. As a result, international reserves are used to support foreign currency debt and, in extreme cases, to defend the local currency exchange rate. Even though the central bank's entire total balance sheet is denominated in US dollars, international reserves in an officially dollarized economy such as Ecuador's correspond only to credits from liquid sources of non-residents. Credits in national entities, in other words, are not counted.

**Lender of last resort**

As Ecuador has dollarized, the central bank could no longer print money and act as the economy's lender of last resort. However, the ability to print money ensures that all national currency credits are guaranteed in full in the event of a financial crisis. However, in a fully dollarized country such as Ecuador, the government and banks are forced to accumulate significant reserves to deal with liquidity constraints. This is one of the reasons why Ecuadorian banks are subject to stringent liquidity requirements, which can sometimes impede their financial intermediation activity.

Ecuador is a country that for many years promoted its own industry, protected it, and failed to achieve the desired levels of competitiveness to achieve full trade liberalization.

Ecuador operates two last-resort institutions:

• The Liquidity Fund

• The Deposit Guarantee Scheme

The Deposit Guarantee Scheme, which was based on the Deposit Guarantee Agency established in 1998, was implemented in 2008. It guarantees the funds that would be available to depositors if a financial institution could not meet its obligations. Furthermore, the majority of the insurance plan's assets are invested in government bonds, limiting access to liquidity in difficult times.

In 2009, the Liquidity Fund was established. This Liquidity Fund serves as a lender of last resort, responding to the liquidity needs of financial institutions. In short, in addition to absorbing balance of payments shocks and acting as lenders of last resort, international reserves in fully dollarized countries play a key role in mitigating fiscal and financial shocks. Therefore, fully dollarized countries should create adequate liquidity buffers to cushion large budgetary fluctuations and protect the stability of their financial system.

The Fund's main sources of funding are contributions from financial institutions, investment returns, annual cash gains, grants, loans, and contingency lines. It is essential to note that these resources should be invested in how international reserves operate.

The Liquidity Fund is an important source of liquidity for banks. It also provides financial institutions with one-year loans.

---

Given that it resulted in widespread loss of confidence and a massive and sudden withdrawal of bank deposits, the Fund's ability to ensure the stability of all payment systems and the full support of bank deposits could be severely compromised.

International reserves in fully dollarized countries play an important role in mitigating fiscal and financial shocks, as well as absorbing balance of payments shocks and acting as lenders of last resort. As a result, fully dollarized countries should establish adequate liquidity buffers to cushion large budgetary fluctuations and maintain financial system stability.

Ecuador's Law for Economic Transformation, implemented at the time of official dollarization in 2000, restructured the central bank into four "systems."

- The exchange rate system
- The financial reserve system
- The trading system
- The system of other operations

The law empowered the central bank to keep assets of sufficient quality and liquidity to effectively support the systems' liabilities.

As a result, the structure of these balance sheet category systems is justified by the goal of ensuring that the central bank's liabilities to the general public, the financial system, and non-financial public sector institutions are adequately supported by international reserve liquid assets, given that the central bank cannot issue a legal tender on its own.

Notably, Ecuador's Law for Economic Transformation developed a robust and transparent central bank balance sheet system. The law empowered the central bank to maintain the quality and liquidity of assets in order to effectively support the systems' liabilities. Ecuador's international reserves, by this law, would include the central bank's net foreign exchange capital,
gold reserves, the central bank's reserve position in international monetary agencies, and all liquid and low-risk investments in foreign financial instruments.

Beginning in 2008, in the context of deteriorating public finances, a series of legal changes gradually altered the structure of four central bank systems. More specifically, these regulatory changes gradually lost the central bank's independence and made it possible for the central bank to finance public debt in the coming years.

The new constitution of 2008 eliminated the central bank's autonomy and transferred responsibility for monetary, credit, exchange rate, and financial policy to the government. Which should be held through the central bank.

The Organic Monetary and Financial Code of 2014 created the Monetary and Financial Policy and Regulation Board. As part of the Executive Branch, this new board was in process of developing, controlling, and supervising monetary, credit, exchange, financial, and securities policies.

The Junta was formed by three ministers appointed by the President (Finance, Economic Policy, and Production), the head of development planning, and a presidential delegate.

In short, in the surroundings of strong fiscal dominance, central bank financing of the government and restricted access to organization by international organizations such as the IMF or the World Bank became main drivers of reserve fluctuation in Ecuador.

Deposits of public sector entities with the central bank remained relatively high until 2014, as high oil prices and sustained internal activity boosted public service revenues during the parallel commodity boom. Tax revenues were severely hit in the event of the 2015 commodity slump, but tax expenditures were not greatly decreased until 2017. This was made possible through a combination of external financing via bond issuance, commercial loans, and an IMF quick-
financing loan of 364 MUSD linked to the 2016 earthquake, as well as increased use of social security and central bank financing for the current administration.

The improvement of the link between the banking sector and sovereign debt has impacted Ecuador's money issues.

Considering these defects, rebuilding Ecuador's international reserves would imply a gradual reduction in the government's negative position with the central bank. Surely, this will only be possible if the fiscal position is slowly reinforced and a banking supervision framework that supports both liquidity and intermediation activity in the banking sector is applied.

Ecuador's international reserves are now well below the recommended levels for dollarization and minimizing potential economic shocks (IMF, 2019b).

Thinking forwards, the government's existing macroeconomic program, which is supported by an IMF Extended Facility Agreement (March 2019), has prioritized the renewal of international reserves through the following channels:

1. Make sure that the central government progressively pays back central bank financing.
2. Establish fiscal mechanisms to account for fluctuations in oil prices in order to defend international reserves and the central bank's balance sheet from the fiscal cycle.
3. Progressively restore adequate reserve coverage for private sector assets.
4. Reestablish central bank independence and the structure of four central bank systems to enable for further transparent reserve regulations and priorities.

A new law “the Productive Development Law”, enacted in May 2018, prohibits the central bank from acquiring bonds or other financial instruments issued by the Ministry of Finance or any other public institution. This law eliminates the possibility of the central bank becoming a
major lender to the central government in the future, while all existing bonds are predicted to be repaid at expiration.

**External Sector Implications**

![Real GDP growth rate vs. oil price graph](image)
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**Low competitiveness after 2008.**

Ecuador is economically vulnerable to the development of the oil market because it is a small oil exporting country. The economic growth of the country is risky because of its heavy dependency on oil exports. Ecuador primarily exports goods and services and commodities that are sensitive to changes in international prices, in addition to oil.

The exchange rate regime is another significant aspect of Ecuador's external accounts.

Because it is not exposed to a "monetary mismatch" in international transactions, the country cannot address a balance of payments crisis with traditional tools in the context of total dollarization. A sharp deterioration in trade terms, on the other hand, would make dollar export
earnings impossible, reducing the domestic money supply and putting the financial system under liquidity pressure.

A dollarized economy's pressure-relevant indicators seem to be very different from that of an economy with its currency. Policymakers could only rely on the central bank's fiscal policy, external financing, and liquidity management through foreign exchange reserves to limit the effects of exchange-side impacts and manage the associated liquidity pressures in the absence of monetary policy and a "lender of last resort."

When we look at the external account adjustment, the case of Ecuador stands out for three reasons:

1. Dollarization absolves the country of the ability to have an adjustment factor to influence exchange rate movements, thus also disadvantaging competitiveness.

2. The nation's external accounts are strongly dependent on oil revenues, which fluctuate in combination with volatile oil prices.

3. Fiscal changes in the last decade have placed external accounts at risk due to increased imports, which has deteriorated the trade balance and increased the external debt due to foreign investors' high public debt. Each of these factors provides a challenge for Ecuador.

Ecuador certainly benefited from the dollarization of its exchange rate regime at first. Although the early 2000s were highly favorable for a fully dollarized oil-exporting economy, today's developments have shown that dollarization may represent a harder task in a more adverse international environment.

After a negative shock, the exchange rate depreciates in countries that issue their currency, causing a change in relative prices and favoring domestic production and exports. In a dollarized economy, on the other hand, the exchange rate no longer serves as a buffer, and
economic activity must absorb the full impact of external shocks (De la Torre et al., 2020). For example, when commodity prices fell in other Latin American commodity-exporting countries in 2014-2015, their exchange rates depreciated due to flexible exchange rates.

Ecuador, as an officially dollarized country, lost the capacity to devalue its currency in strategies to succeed with Colombia or Peru.

The following alternatives are designed in a fully dollarized economy with no ability to influence the exchange rate: wage and profit margin reductions, as well as significant productivity gains, can be acquired through large-scale structural reforms.

To make that possible, the first option is to consider a flexible labor market and products; however, labor rigidity is too high in Ecuador.

Where spending reorientation is adversely affected by structural issues, external adjustments could take place through expenditure reorientation, through a reduction in aggregate demand leading to a sharp contraction in imports.

This adjustment generally results in a severe economic recession, as was the case in Ecuador in 2016 - 2017.

The second clue for Ecuador is an absence of export diversification. Because the country is heavily dependent on oil revenues\(^{16}\), it is vulnerable to oil market shocks that cause oil prices to fall or reduce demand. The Ecuadorian economy is very volatile due to the large share of oil production in GDP, and business cycles are exacerbated by oil price fluctuations.

Furthermore, because the price of oil has historically been inversely related to the value of the US dollar, Ecuador, as a dollarized economy, must deal with cycles of amplification in oil prices.

The final specific challenge for Ecuador is the need to rebuild fiscal sustainability. Since 2008, fiscal policy in Ecuador has actively contributed to the accumulation of external imbalances. The increase in public spending, in particular, has directly increased imports of services destined for large projects in the oil and mining industries, contributing to the deterioration of the external current account. Furthermore, in a dollarized economy, fiscal imbalances translate into a decrease in international reserves, which, if excessive, can lead to a liquidity crisis.

As indicated above, increasing credit to the public sector through the use of holdings of government bonds has systematically undermined the central bank's international reserves. Whatever the cause of an external imbalance, fiscal policy frequently plays an important role in the external adjustment process. This trend becomes even more important in a dollarized economy, where fiscal policy is critical to maintaining a sufficient level of international reserves to ensure the financial system's viability. Because monetary financing of public debt is impossible, the fiscal balance remains critical to ensuring a well-functioning system that preserves the economy's liquidity.

In this regard, having a sovereign wealth fund actively fed with oil revenues during "good times" (when prices are high) would definitely represent a significant change for Ecuador in the event of an economic recession. However, with hardly fiscal cushion, Ecuador must undergo a rigorous fiscal adjustment process at a high social cost. The failed drastic elimination of fuel subsidies in October 2019, which caused significant social and political destabilization, highlights the importance of achieving social consensus for difficult fiscal measures that take into account the impact on the affected segments of society in a country with a high element of injustice.

This implies that fiscal adjustment must be based on the appropriate balance of spending cuts and income measures. Diversifying tax revenues, applying programs to improve their stability,
and minimizing the volatility of cyclical developments are all important checks to protect the sustainability of public finances.
CONCLUSIONS

Dollarization is a topic that has been analyzed in Ecuador since 2000 by several economist analysts, however, it is an issue that has marked Ecuadorian society, hence the importance of analyzing twenty-one years of this period even to analyze issues such as sustainability of public finances and external accounts is considered a short period anyway relevant information and data are obtained to contribute with general analysis.

The Ecuadorian government adopted dollarization without the necessary instruments to ensure subsequent economic and financial stability; thus, before making such a huge decision in monetary policy, all environments must be evaluated.

After dollarization was incorporated, it took three years to recover from the financial crisis, which caused anguish, indebtedness, and money loss in society, leading to the creation of confidence and credibility in the currency. Ecuador currently has an acceptance rate of 88.70 percent.

The immediate benefits of full dollarization have helped to preserve the country's economy. Dollarization occurred between 2000 and 2008 as a result of high oil prices, adequate budgetary control, an independent central bank, and a stable and reliable exchange rate. These conditions were modified and changed beginning in 2008.

From 2009 until now, the central bank lost its independence and began with loans to governments based on the small reserves obtained, as well as increased public spending based on the country's structural improvement, but without future execution, public revenues were maintained. Furthermore, Ecuador's appreciation of the US dollar altered the competitiveness of the outside world, causing the price of oil to plummet and other export products to lose market share. It causes imbalances in the public sector, resulting in increased indebtedness, a lack of liquidity in the country, and an increased need for financing.
It is important to note that the country's current economic situation cannot be blamed on dollarization. Once the country was dollarized, it was unable to attract large amounts of investment due to regulatory and political barriers that prevented it from getting the benefits.

It is important to note that Ecuador does not diversify its export products, so it is more dependent on oil, and an increase in the current exchange rate has a direct impact on Ecuador's GDP. Because oil is a non-renewable resource, it poses a significant problem for the country, and there is currently no product that can replace that income.

As discussed in the previous chapter, in fully dollarized economies, these problems can be addressed in three ways: a) by expanding the export base, (b) by making labor and product markets more flexible to allow relative price adjustments through internal devaluation, and (c) by implementing a prudent monetary policy to avoid liquidity crises without increasing indebtedness to foreign lenders, which generates interest payable at the time of neoliberalism.

Therefore, it is necessary to mention that dollarization helped to overcome a serious financial crisis in 1999, given its rapid contribution to the financial and exchange rate instability of that time, since it avoided hyperinflation. A current pause must be made and the country's economy systematically organized to generate economic momentum leading to fiscal discipline.

It is indisputable to emphasize that official dollarization has great support from the Ecuadorian people, since the idea that the country issues its currency refers to instability in the currency, hyperinflation, and loss of savings and income.
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